
Darul Huda Islamic School, Al Ain
Winter Holiday Assignment 2022-2023

Grade 5

Socia� Studie�
Group 1:  Build a solar power
irrigation system.

Due to the energy crisis in  India only
around 4 to 6 hours of power is
available for agriculture. Solar energy
is free with some initial investment.
Solar energy will be one of the easiest
ways for farmers to produce energy.

http://howtofunda.com/solar-power-irrigation-system-project-model-for-s
chool-science-exh ibition/

_______________________________________________________________

Group 2: Create a
video trailer on
Innovation in
agriculture in the
UAE ( Hydroponics
Farming)



What is hydroponics? How does it work? Hydroponics, the process of using a
nutrient-rich water solution to sustain plants without the need for soil, is being applied
on a mass scale in farms across the world and is likely to be coming to a home near you
in the not-so- distant future. The idea is that plants can grow in an environment they are
not usually accustomed to, eliminating the need for soil and therefore lending
hydroponic systems to indoor gardens – including those within our own apartments.
https://www.wafra.ae/hydroponic-farming-wafra-ways/

____________________________________________________________________

Group 3:Draw a signboard

Residents in your community are dumping garbage on empty
land next to your house. This is affecting you and your family.
Draw a signboard to prevent them from dumping garbage on the
empty land.

__________________________________________________________________

https://www.wafra.ae/hydroponic-farming-wafra-ways/


DARUL HUDA ISLAMIC SCHOOL, AL AIN

Winter Holiday Assignment, 2022-’23

General Science

Grade - 5

Group A) Simple Machines (PULLEY)
A pulley is a simple machine that consists of a rope and grooved wheel. The rope fits into the
groove in the wheel, and pulling on the rope turns the wheel. Pulleys are generally used to
lift objects, especially heavy objects. The object lifted by a pulley is called the load.
Pulleys are used in wells, elevators, flagpoles, blinds, curtains, exercise equipments etc…..

Make a working model of a pulley.

You can take help of the following links :
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mkmuf9cyS_I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FJz4iraFVQI

Group B) Robotic Hand science project
Make a working model of the joints in your fingers. You can

get help from the following links to make your model.

https://www.instructables.com/Robotic-Hand-Science-Project/

https://pin.it/5I9gorT

https://youtu.be/c6yjnPWnJCg

Group C) Make a model of the human skeletal system using buds or straw. Label the main

bones in the skeletal system. You can take help of your science textbook as well

as the following link:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7PdEDIMHFUI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mkmuf9cyS_I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FJz4iraFVQI
https://www.instructables.com/Robotic-Hand-Science-Project/
https://pin.it/5I9gorT
https://youtu.be/c6yjnPWnJCg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7PdEDIMHFUI


Group C) Complete the following worksheet. You can take help of your General Science

textbook :



***************

Your work will be assessed on the basis of the following rubrics :

Description Marks

Creativity 2

Innovation 2

Presentation 2

Collection of information 2

Submission on time 2



Darul Huda Islamic School Al Ain 

Winter Holiday Assignment 2022 

English 

Grade: 5 

 

Dialogue: If all vegetables grown in the UAE can talk, what would they speak 

to each other? Write a creative and imaginative conversation on the talking 

vegetables. 

                                             Or 

 Mini Dictionary: Create a mini dictionary of all the words related to UAE 

culture. Make it attractive by adding pictures and meanings. 

 Evaluation criteria 

 Quality of writing – 3 marks 

 Creativity – 3 marks  

Presentation – 2 marks 

 Neatness– 2 marks 

Read any 2 stories and make a list of at least 20 new words from the story. 

Arrange those words in alphabetical order and write on an A4 size paper their 

meanings by looking up a dictionary. 

Evaluation criteria 

 Creativity- 2 

 Neatness- 1.5 

 Presentation-1.5 



DARUL HUDA ISLAMIC SCHOOL, AL AIN

Mathematics Winter Assignment 2022 – 2023

Grade 5

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS-

∙ Project / Homework will be assessed on the basis of neatness, creativity,  method of
explanation and originality of ideas.

∙ Use your creativity and imagination to make your homework attractive and  presentable.

Keep your child’s brain active over break without them
knowing they’re doing “homework”

Group A

Project :- Make a Square paper wind ball.

Basically, all you do is assemble simple cardboards and turn them into a kind of art
form. The main idea behind the project is actually quite abstract; it shows that there
is no truly perfect sphere in this world. In addition, you can prove that spheres are
made out of squares, hexagons, or triangles.You are taking something that exists in
square form and making it into a sphere. In the beginning, you need 32, 12-inches
squares. When you connect all of them, you will see some gaps in the shape of
pentagons and triangles. To make that gap smaller, you will need smaller squares to
fill it in. Every time you make your squares smaller, you will get closer to the perfect
sphere.



https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&source=web&rct=j&url=https://www.instructables.com/Makedo-G
iant-Windball/%3Famp_page%3Dtrue&ved=2ahUKEwjJ74rSo-D7AhUCVaQEHaZzBk8QFnoECB
YQAQ&usg=AOvVaw0Zi3e20wG6Z61m09JhBBU7

https://youtu.be/cPd0DdYY4Nw

Group B

Project: - Marshmallow and Toothpick Tower challenge.

Activity:- Plan and build a toothpick and marshmallow tower as tall as you
can without using any other materials or support.

Materials needed:- 100 toothpicks, 2 cups of small marshmallows

https://youtu.be/zrnR2y2Bzl4

Group C

Project: Geometry with Toothpicks and marshmallows.

Activity:- Build 2D and 3D shapes with toothpicks and marshmallows.

https://www.instructables.com/Makedo-Giant-Windball/?amp_page=true
https://www.instructables.com/Makedo-Giant-Windball/?amp_page=true
https://www.instructables.com/Makedo-Giant-Windball/?amp_page=true
https://youtu.be/cPd0DdYY4Nw
https://youtu.be/zrnR2y2Bzl4


https://youtu.be/upxbrJHBdFk

Materials needed- Toothpicks , Marshmallows , Chart paper , marker

Rubrics for the Assignment
Description Poin

ts
Marks

Obtained

Assignment skills (Homework/
Project  work )

∙ Meeting the first deadline
∙ Creativity
∙ Method of Solving

∙ Speaks Knowledgeably

∙ Innovative Ideas

∙ Submitting on or before time
∙ Submitted the best work

∙ Choose efficient strategies that make
sense.

∙ Explain the project clearly.
∙ Finding innovative ideas to solve the

problem

2
2
2

2
2

https://youtu.be/upxbrJHBdFk

